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The 50th anniversary of Theatre Communications Group—one of the best friends the theater ever had—got off to a rousing start recently at The Players Club. Their first ever TCG Salon Series took place before some 250 guests including Liza Minnelli, Alexandra Schlesinger, Arlene Dahl and Marc Rosen, Yanna Avis, Jean Doumanian, Elizabeth I. McCann, Peter Davis, Lisa Lampanelli, Ann Dexter Jones, Sarah Bromley, Sondra Gilman and Celso Gonzalez-Falla, Arian Moayed, Liesel Pritzker Simmons, Regina Taylor, Basil Twist, Albert and Elizabeth Watson, Mitch Douglas, and noted costume designer William Ivey Long, as well as TCG’s Kevin Moore, and Teresa Eyring. Cocktails preceded and followed a panel discussion comprised of producer Jeffrey Richards, actor Alan Cumming, actor/director/playwright Charles Busch and the Steppenwolf Artistic Director Martha Lavey and moderated by the New York Post’s exceedingly readable theater columnist Michael Riedel fresh from his two-word acting stint—“Hello, hello”—on the new TV series Smash.